America the Harlot Falls

People say America is the Babylon spoken of in Revelation 17 and 18; but this is wrong. America is the harlot that sits on many waters, not “Mystery Babylon" who sits on the beast with 7 horns in the wilderness. America is the harlot, not Babylon – the mother of the harlot.

Let me explain. Yehochanan (John) is shown the Great Harlot 1st and she sits on many waters; Revelation 17:1, then Yehochanan is taken somewhere else to see a Woman in the wilderness. This Woman is riding on a beast in this wilderness; Revelation 17:3.

The beast in the wilderness on which the Woman rides, has 10 horns; Revelation 17:7, the 10 horns of which hate the Great Harlot that sits on the many waters; Revelation 17:16.

The Woman on the beast in the wilderness with the 10 horns goes to battle against Yeshua and is destroyed in one hour by Yeshua at His coming; Revelation 17:12-14a; 18:19.

But prior to this, the Great Harlot who sits on many waters is destroyed by the 10 horns of the beast upon whom the Woman in the wilderness rides; Revelation 17:15-17.

So they are clearly two different “females”.

Also, the “Woman” is the Mother of all Harlots, and so the “Great Harlot” sitting on the many waters came out of the Woman.

- America is surrounded by large masses of water – oceans on 3 of 4 sides. Europe is surrounded by large masses of continents on 3 of 4 sides.
- America came out of Europe, So Europe is America’s Mother.
- Protestantism came out of Catholicism. So the European Catholic Church is the Mother of the American Protestant Church.

The Woman who rides the beast in the wilderness with the 10 horns sits on 7 hills; Revelation 17:9, is referred to as a “city”; Revelation 17:18, and is clothed in purple and scarlet; Revelation 17:3,4. The Catholic church sits on 7 hills, has its throne in Vatican “City”, and is clothed in scarlet and purple.

So who came from who? Who is destroying who? Who sits on many waters, and who is
in the wilderness riding the beast?

Europeans of the European Union (EU) boast openly that they are the woman who rides the beast, and openly associate themselves with Babylon – the Woman is also associated with Babylon; Revelation 17:5. They make no effort to hide these matters, and in fact go out of their way to promote themselves with these symbols.

And they have created a world parliament with 700 seats – one seat of which is left vacant for the world leader they are looking for to fill it. Each of these 700 seats has a number. The number of the vacant seat is number 666. The EU has likewise created a world court, the ICC, and a world parliamentary system – the headquarters of which is purposely designed in its architecture to resemble the Tower of Babel.

So who is the great harlot, and who is the Woman, the Mother of harlots? The Catholic church is even referred to as the “Mother” church.

The EU is purposely, and knowingly, preparing their governmental structure for the future world dictator to come (the Anti-Christ/Counterfeit Messiah), and in counterfeit of Revelation 12:1-5, even represents itself with 12 stars in anticipation of “a male” child to arise to fill seat number 666 of the world parliament.

We know also that Europe came out of ancient Rome, and that the Catholic Church is officially called the “Roman” Catholic Church.

Daniel 9:26 states that the people of the prince to come will destroy the city and the Temple. This prophecy was fulfilled in 70 AD, and the people who destroyed the city and the Temple were of the Roman Empire. So the prince who is to come will likewise be of the revived Roman Empire.

The armies of Rome used to destroy the city and the Temple in 70 AD were likewise, not of European descent. Rather, for efficiency, Rome recruited locals into their armies wherever their garrisons were located. In the case of the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple, the locals recruited there into the Roman army were made up of Syrians, Turks, Serbs, and Arabs. All people’s that today make up the Muslim nations.

The Roman Empire being revived today in the form of the EU has now allowed Muslims to enter into Europe by the millions. In due time, the Euro-military and Euro-police under the Anti-Christ/False Messiah, will likewise – though Roman led and governed, be largely composed of Islamic adherents.

It is interesting that at the same time this Roman Empire is being revived, that the former Islamic Empire is likewise simultaneously being revived as well, and in step with one another.

Daniel 2:41-43 states that this revived Roman Empire will be partly iron and partly clay. The iron represents, in part, the military machinery of the EU that is being developed to destroy – through military force, all opposition in order to force all peoples into submission to the New World Order being imposed. The clay represents the native peoples, and other peoples of the earth, being forced and molded, like clay, into the “New World Order” identity. Part of the leadership of this kingdom will be made up of fallen angel’s who have genetically intermingled with humans; Daniel 2:43 (be on the look
out for odd looking humans resembling the large eyed female characters of Disney’s “Frozen” as possible clues as to what these “hybrids” might look like. They are creatures of darkness, so their eyes often, if not always, seem to be unusually large compared to that of a non-hybrid human. We saw this same feature in many of the Pharaoh’s of ancient Egypt as well. Unusually tall heads sometimes mark these demonic hybrids as well). 

People say Russia is going to destroy America, and in my own visions, it is China who was attacking the West Coast; but according to prophecy, it is an EU coalition of military, that will ultimately succeed in rendering America powerless.

A European led coalition of military created to destroy America, and that includes Russia and China, would make for an interesting coalition, because Daniel 7:4-7, speaks about 4 beasts that arise,

1) A lion  
2) A bear  
3) A leopard, and  
4) Unidentified in Daniel, but implied in Revelation 13:2, a dragon

The Leopard would represent Germany, that is, a German/Roman/Islamic led EU military coalition of nations. The bear would be Russia. The dragon, China. The lion, Britain.

It seems to me that this would have to take place after America is seriously weakened somehow. In my various night visions a volcanic eruption from the North will send huge chunks of earth flying as far South as the Willamette Valley, Oregon; and Portland, Oregon, will be struck by the largest earthquake ever in recorded Oregon history. New York is going to be struck with a nuclear missile, and what appears to be an asteroid also strikes the earth travelling in what appears to be a Northwesterly direction (See our website for the full details of these dreams/visions).

Events like this would seriously weaken America. So this is when I believe the strike from the EU led military coalition will most likely take place.

However, not until President Trump has his power broken. America has traditionally been referred to as “America the ‘Great’ ”. President Trump is making America “Great” again.

Currently, the USMCA trade agreement being made in place of NAFTA is on the brink of being passed and signed into law next month (Jan. 2020). This, in following the EU pattern, will, through a legislative “backdoor”, make the USA, Canada, and Mexico into a single economic unit. At this point America the “Great” Harlot will be completely surrounded by oceans on all 4 sides, and be made up of many nations and languages; Revelation 17:1,15. And when the Great Harlot is attacked (the USMCA), it may also be a way of possibly identifying the “3 horns” that fall that are mentioned in Daniel 7:8.

So the “Great” Harlot that sits on many waters will soon be completely surrounded by oceans on all 4 sides, and the little horn in Daniel 8:8 will become “Great” himself after breaking off the horns of power of Syria and Iran; Daniel 8:5-7. 

This little horn of the goat I believe is most likely President Trump (forget Alexander the Great, he did not go “over the face of the whole earth without touching the ground”; Daniel 8:5, and this
prophecy is concerning the latter days; *Daniel 2:28; 8:17*, and has its meaning locked up until the end times; *Daniel 12:5-9* – that would be our generation, not Alexander the Great’s generation). This is also the time that Damascus in Syria is likely to be made into a ruined heap of rubble; *Yesh’yahu (Isaiah) 17:1*.

This is also too much to take place in 10 months, indicating that President Trump is likely going to be re-elected, but also likely to have his power “broken” before the end of his 2nd term; *Daniel 8:8*.

Until then, because the church in becoming “user friendly” has failed in its duty to uphold God’s righteous standard of conduct to restrain evil in the world, He has now raised up a political leader (President Trump) to restrain the coming wave of evil until the properly appointed time. But once he who is being used to restrain the evil in the world in this last generation is removed, then that Wicked One will be revealed; *2 Thessalonians 2:3-8*.

So when President Trump’s “restraining” power is broken, and America weakened with disasters, that Wicked One after being revealed will be able to take his 10 horns (his 10 kings/his EU led military coalition of nations) and make America “desolate”, eat her flesh, and burn her with fire; *Revelation 17:16*.

The EU is also referred to as “Great”, but not as a great “harlot” but as great “Babylon”. America is patterned after Greek culture, the EU after Roman culture. The Roman religious system is the same as the Babylonian religious system.

So America the Great, is the Great Harlot, because she – like a harlot, has sold off whatever former religious purity she had in exchange for mammon (material gain). And the EU with its Catholic Roman influence – is the Great Babylon, because she has successfully and faithfully preserved the Babylonian religious system handed down to her, even to a worldwide scale, and even to the end.

So once the “Great Harlot” is destroyed, then “Great Babylon” will be free to reign over the kings of the earth without further hindrance from her former Protestant daughter. And with her Euro-Roman-Islamic led military coalition of nations she will also be free to attack Israel next with the Anti/False/Counterfeit Messiah at her reigns of power; *Revelation 17:12-14*.

Once that Wicked One is revealed - the son of Perdition/son of destruction; *2 Thessalonians 2:3-8*, he will kill the 2 Witnesses; *Revelation 11:7*, destroy mightily; *Daniel 8:23,24*, and cause desolations in the earth; *Daniel 9:27*.

I give all this about 5 years to take place. Pray that I am wrong, but I suspect not.